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How the Modern House transformed our search for the
perfect home
Founders Albert Hill and Matt Gibberd turned an obsession with design into a fastgrowing estate agency

Helen Barrett JANUARY 2, 2019

“It looks like a concrete Jenga puzzle. It’s the most divisive structure you could ever build.”
Albert Hill, intensely enthusiastic, is discussing the “obtuse” Housden House, a Grade-II listed
modernist chunk of concrete and glass, built in 1965 by the British architect Brian Housden in one
of London’s swankiest streets. “In no way is it polite to its context, and this is a constant debate
within residential architecture: how contextual should stuff be?”
The house is jammed into a polite Georgian terrace and overlooking — some might say turning its
back on — Hampstead Heath and No 1 Pond. Last year it was marketed by the Modern House, the
estate agency Hill co-founded with Matt Gibberd, for £3.2m.
“It’s singular to an absurd extent,” continues Gibberd. “[Housden] put in this system of ceiling
tracks where you can divide the space by pulling curtains across. The dining area is a circular and
sunken affair. It’s dictatorial in the way it is set out. So the person we sold it to is going to have to
subscribe to Brian Housden’s vision of living.”
If Hill and Gibberd sound more like academically-inclined architects than high street estate agents,
it is partly because that is how they perceive the company they founded in 2005. Housden House
may be unpopular in some quarters, but to many it is a defining example of postwar British
residential architecture — as are many of the homes the Modern House sells. From white-bricked
offices in Southwark — acquired to accommodate a staff of 24 and converted from a 1930s chapel
— the two 41-year-old former journalists explain how their agency evolved from their obsession
with modernist design into a fast-growing concern; the difficulties posed by Brexit uncertainty and
the limits of a business model aimed at a coterie.

Inside Housden House, Hampstead, designed and built by Brian Housden in the 1960s for the architect and his family

According to a 2017/18 study over six months by Rightmove, the Modern House received 70 per
cent more views per online listing than other agents who listed the same properties. Hill and
Gibberd say that in 2017/18, revenues grew 43 per cent and are on course for similar growth this
year, at a time when much of the UK property market is moribund (the average value of a Modern

House sale is £1.1m).
Yet the Modern House is a puzzle. Unlike other property agents, it is exclusive, selling only homes
that pass muster with what Hill and Gibberd call its “design review panel”. With its online
and a heritage champion as it is a seller of houses. So how did an estate agency that rejects much of
the business it is offered, and serves only a small section of the UK property market, manage to
grow so fast?

The dining area at Housden House, complete with ceiling tracks to section oﬀ the room. Because the house is listed, the new owners cannot change the
interior

The answer, say experts, is by market share, driven by a strategy of turning what was once an
unfashionable aesthetic into a commodity. Until recently in the UK, 20th-century architecture was
largely disdained. When Prince Charles addressed the Royal Institute of British Architects on its
150th anniversary in 1984, he described one structure by Bauhaus master architect Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe, as a “glass stump”.
But today, examples of residential modernism — from audacious structures such as Housden
House to homes on humble Span estates — are often sought after, and the Modern House has
played a significant part in that shift in popular taste.
“They have not turned water into wine, but they have

Unlike other agents, it is
exclusive, selling only homes
that pass its ‘design review
panel’

managed to reach an audience who appreciates
architecture and will pay for it,” says Henry Pryor, a
London-based buying agent. “The vast majority of the
UK market are probably still with Prince Charles, but
the Modern House has managed to take an ugly
duckling product and make it interesting.”
The agency recently published research by Dataloft

that claimed that between 2014 and 2017, it generated a 12 per cent “design premium” for sellers.
Neal Hudson, director of market research firm Residential Analysts, says the figure is fair: “They
are blurring the lines between [estate agents and] buying agents who filter on behalf of clients —
and the first filter is to maintain [design] quality.”
“It’s a completely different experience,” says one seller who put her unusual house on the market
with the agency. “The design-orientated properties they sell define them perfectly, and that
branding was reflected in the type of people that took an interest.”
The Modern House website, packed with histories and artful photography, attracts 15m page views
and 1.25m unique visitors a year, the founders say. (“We secretly always wanted to have a
magazine,” says Gibberd.) They believe they have the highest Instagram following — 134,000 — of
any UK estate agency. Much of that traffic is driven by what the founders call “storytelling” —
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histories, interviews, live events and debates, the agency is as much a lifestyle brand, a publisher

showcasing the history and structure of the homes they sell, which they say builds a relationship
with potential buyers and sellers “outside the transaction window”. (The average visitor to its
website spends three minutes and 30 seconds on the site.) Roughly 30 per cent of browsers are in
the US, where similar agencies that delve into the history of the homes they sell can be found, such
as Modern Sarasota and Architecturally Significant Homes in Dallas.
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“Conventional wisdom is that never, ever, ever should
buyer and seller meet,” says Gibberd. “And you
should never reveal to the public who the owner of a

house is. We flip that. We talk about what it is like to live there, the way the light falls in the
kitchen. We think it’s a powerful way of selling.”

Inside the Modern House oﬀices in Southwark © Lydia Goldblatt for FT

In the UK, other specialist agents have begun to adopt this editorial-led approach: Lurot Brand, for
example, specialises in mews houses, while Domus Nova deals only in luxury houses in west
London. This mix of estate agency and editorial is crucial, say Hill and Gibberd. By nurturing
casually interested browsers, spontaneous purchases follow: “We have proven time and again that
people will buy houses who had no intention of buying.”
Even modest homes, such as flats in the Grade-II listed Park Hill development in Sheffield, a
former council estate in the Brutalist style built between 1957 and 1961, are presented with
histories and contemporaneous photography. “We try to reframe homes as spaces where you
experience your life,” says Hill. Was Housden House easy to sell? “We sold it relatively quickly, but
we couldn’t have sold it 50 times over, because it’s not like that. It’s a museum-quality piece of
housing, of National Trust standard. So like selling anything — a Rodin, whatever it might be —
you would have to go out to the collectors who you know are interested in that sort of thing.”

Klein House in Selkirk, Scotland, designed by Peter Womersley in 1957 and sold by the Modern House

Hill and Gibberd met at school. Both are from families where the built environment and the
applied arts were taken seriously. Hill’s father worked in an auction house, and he grew up in
Sundial House, an Arts and Crafts-era townhouse on the seafront at Lyme Regis on England’s
south coast. “I had a bedroom right next to the front door,” he recalls. “I would wake up to find
American tourists in my bedroom, who would assume that because it was such an old house it
must be a museum. It made me realise that there are houses — and there are houses.”
Gibberd’s grandfather was Frederick Gibberd, a leading 20th-century British architect whose work
included the new town of Harlow and Liverpool Metropolitan Cathedral — a modernist landmark
known affectionately in the city as Paddy’s Wigwam.
The idea for a British design-led agency came to Hill in 2004 when as a writer at Wallpaper*
magazine he was sent to Florida to interview an estate agent, Martie Lieberman, who was growing
Modern Sarasota — then an unusual business. “There was a flowering of really good architecture in
Sarasota in the 1950s made by [architect] Paul Rudolph, and there was a real scene there — loads
of fantastic, relatively modest houses,” he says. “[Lieberman] had recognised that there were savvy
New Yorkers who wanted Paul Rudolph-designed holiday homes. And so she had a preservation
angle.”
Hill thought the model could work in the UK and

‘We talk about what it is like

asked Gibberd, who had just left an editorial job at

to live there, the way the
light falls. We think it’s a
powerful way of selling’

World of Interiors magazine and was about to train as
an architect, to join him. Gibberd left his architecture
course after a term: “I thought, I have to commit to
this thing, the Modern House, otherwise it is not
going to work.”

The two say they have no backers and grew the business from “minimal, shoestring capital”.
Despite all that storytelling, they stress that they are estate agents first: “99.9 per cent of our
revenue comes from selling houses.”

Interior of Runcton, Chichester, designed by Walter Greaves in 1980 and sold by the Modern House

But not just any old houses. In order to be listed with the agency, sellers must navigate that design
review panel.
The original concept was to sell only homes with a modernist, 20th-century aesthetic, though the
list has since widened to include older houses with elements of “good” modernist design.
“We only discriminate on a design level,” says Hill. “But we are turning away more than we take
on.” Isn’t that an odd way to run a business? “The reality of it is, we have to keep the standards
high in order to keep our audience engaged.”
Another disadvantage is that Modern House listings tend not to appeal to property investors,
which limits the agency’s pool of buyers: “One of the Achilles’ heels is that people tend to buy our
houses — and live in them. On the other hand, we get a lot of repeat business,” says Hill.
Gibberd and Hill say they are just as affected by the slowdown in London house price growth as
other agencies. On the uncertainty around Brexit, says Hill: “The thing that kills estate agency is a
static state; we need it to move.” They especially fear a disorderly UK exit from the EU.
When it started, the Modern House sold homes mostly to an informed cognoscenti: architects,
designers, people working in media or fashion. Today, buyers are just as likely to be chief
executives, lawyers or working in technology. “We have proved that this type of architecture is not
a weird option. Now we have proved that there is a market for it, it has allowed a lot more people to
invest, people who in the past might have approached with caution.”
Gibberd recalls how, several years ago, a friend took his wife to view a modernist house in north
London. “He said she wouldn’t get out of the car,” he says. “And he spent ages trying to coax her
out. Eventually they got through the door, and they bought it, of course, and they love it.”
Nevertheless, a generation of Brits, mostly of about Prince Charles’s age, will always dread the midcentury aesthetic: “You park them in front of a 60s or 70s house and they will say, ‘Oh, council
house’. You still hear that,” says Gibberd with a sigh.

Interior of the Lubetkin Penthouse in Highpoint II, north London, designed by Berthold Lubetkin and completed in 1938
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Ahm house in Hertfordshire, designed in 1962 by Jorn Utzon. The
architecture critic Hugh Pearman described it as 'probably the
best Modern house in the world'.
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